This paper investigates the robustness of model reference adaptive control(MRAC) of a class of uncertain dynamical system using state information. The controller structure used here is quite standard in the literature of adaptive control, and the parameter update law adopted here incorporates some magnified leakage term like the well-known o-modification [ll]. But unlike MRAC of systems with only 1/0 measurement, the scheme presented here can be robust to arbitrarily high level of matched uncertainties(besides its robustness to some degree of mismatched uncertainties). It is also worthwhile to point out that such scheme differs from those proposed in the literature of (adaptive) robust control is that the strong robustness is obtained under no high-gain condition and hence there is no phenomenon for the possibility of saturating the input channel. Furthermore, the present adaptive controller remains to have asymptotic tracking capability in the ideal case, which is hardly obtained by conventional (adaptive) robust controller under practical design.
Introduction
The control of uncertain systems has attracted the attention of system theorists for a long time. By this we mean that the system or, to be more precise, the model of the system, contains uncertain elements which may be nonlinear and/or time-varying and are unknown or imperfectly known. Furthermore, the control input may be contaminated by measurement error. Under such a circumstance, one tries to design a control such that the plant has certain satisfactory properties.
Recently, robustness of uncertain systems with matched uncertainties were proved by Chen and Leitmann [2] , where the matched uncertainty with arbitrarily large strength is shown stabilizable by a fixed robust control law. They also showed that in the absence of matching assumptions the proposed control law remains a stabilizing one provided the uncertainty is small enough. While in the adaptive literature, Coreless and Leitmann [4] first construct a class of saturation-type adaptive robust controllers with state measurement error. The control gain is tuned adaptively to deal with the unknown uncertainty bound.
In Chen [l] and Wu et al.
[8], adaptive control algorithms utilizing concave function are presented to overcome the unknown U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright uncertainty bound. In the absence of input uncertainty, two new classes of adaptive robust control schemes were developed by Chen [3] . Both uncertain dynamics and measurement noise are considered but at the price that the tracking error(state)
~( t )
does not converge to the origin even in the absence of those non-idealities.
In this paper, we present a model reference adaptive control (MRAC) scheme which is robust to different types of uncertainties. The proposed adaptive controller adopted the standard As a result, the control force does not have any indication to be large for possible saturation problem.
The layout of this paper is as follows : The first section is the introduction. The problem of the adaptive tracking control of the uncertain plants is formulated in section 2. The design and analysis of robust model reference adaptive control system is presented in section 3. Section 4 is the simulation. Section 5 is the conclusion.
Problem Formulation
Let the class of plants to be controlled here be described as follows :
where x E R" is the state vector, U E R" is the vector of control inputs, Ao(., .) : R" x R+ 4 R"'" and B(.,.) : R" x R+ + WXm are C'(continuous1y differentiable) with respect to both I and t , and for any control U = u(z,t) which is also C' with respect to both x and t the solution trajectory exists. Now suppose the control task is to drive the system (2.1) to follow the following reference model : where x, E R" denotes the reference state, r E Rm denotes the vector of reference exogenous inputs, and (A,,,, B,,,) is a stabilizable pair such that A,,, itself is a Hurwitz matrix. Then, the problem to be solved here is clearly how to design the vector of plant inputs U such that the control task can be fulfilled, namely,
This problem is generally hard t.o solve and can be made more tractable if the following assumptions about (2.1) are satisfied :
The system (2.1) can be rearranged in the following form :
wherep1,p2 E R+,plAAI(x,t) and plABI(x,t)uaregenerally termed as mismatched uncertainties whereas p2BmA A4x, t) is generally called matched uncertainties, and B' E P x " is not known a priori so that B,B*z represents the parametric uncertainty (in contrast with the former nonparametric uncertainties with levels yl and p2, respectively).
The upper bound on IlO'lll is assumed to be known apriori as Oms=( II.lI1 denotes the one-norm of the argument vector or the induced one-norm of the argument matrix). In thesecond, let Ao(x,t)z-Az = jllAA1(2,t)+pZBmAAz ( q t ) and Bo(z,t) -B = plABl(x,t), we readily obtain (2.3). It is noteworthy that AAl(z,t),AAZ(s, t ) , and AB1 (x, t ) can be arbitarily fast time-varying with the inequalities (2.4) being satisfied. 
Robust Model Reference Adaptive Control
Under the problem formulation in the previous section, it is quite natural to devise the control law as : using certainty equivalence principle [6]. By this design, we emphasize that this is really a continuous control so long as the parameter update law is well specified and the reference inputs are themselves continuous. Now, let the parameter update law be chosen as :
where P E Rnxn is a positive definite matrix satisfying the Lya and then evaluating its time derivative along the solution trajectories of (2.6), (3.2). The investigation will first be performed in the ideal case in which the error system (2.6) will become with rl = 10, andrz = -10. Simulation plots are depicted in Fig. 1 where satisfactory tracking performance is shown.
Another physical example in (31 for the control of pendulum motion is given as :
with z ( t ) = [zl(t),z2(t)lT, where
The precondition for the global stability of the adaptive system is that p1 must be small enough, which implies that the mismatched uncertainties have to be small. However, there is no constraint on the strength of the matched uncertainties. Therefore, the matched uncertainties can not destroy the global stability of the closed-loop system while the parameter update law is turned on. Nevertheless, the larger the matched uncertainties are, the larger pz and, hence, r are and so that the tracking performance degrades because the size of the residual set grows.
and q ( t ) = random [-l,l] . Since the controller in [3] is only for regulation, we choose the reference model to be 
Simulation Examples
To illustrate effectiveness of the scheme proposed in this paper, we consider the following system with some nonlinear uncertain dynamics :
where pi = 0.01 and pz = 10. A simple reference model is chosen as:
and the Lyapunov matrix P to be
The control force used in the scheme in [3] (Fig.(2.d) ) is apparently larger than the one used in the scheme proposed here (Fig.(Z.c) ) since the former is witch high gain nature. In Fig.(2.a) and Fig.(2.b) , the trajectories of the states resulting from the present scheme are depicted in solid line whereas those resulting from the scheme in [3] are in dashed line. Although applying the smaller control force, the present scheme in this paper seems to yield slightly faster transient response.
Conclusion
This paper presents an MRAC for a class of dynamical systems with nonlinear timevarying uncertainties. Under the assumption of state accessibility, the robustness against input, mismatched, and arbitrarily high level of matched uncertainties is shown. Further, the present control retains the capability of asymptotic convergence of the tracking error (state) in the ideal case. But in the presence of uncertainties, the residual tracking error is such that the limiting time-average of its square is of the order of the level of uncertainties and the design constant 00. S- ince no high gain concept is adopted in the presented scheme, the control force is generally more acceptable than those generated by the schemes in [1] [3] [8], which is supported by the numerical simulation provided in the end. Ongoing research will concentrate on the development of the observer-based adaptive robust control scheme for a more practical environment for implementation. 
